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We discuss the conditions under which the BRST operator of a W-string can be written as the sum of two operators 
that are separately ndpotent and ant~commute with each other. We illustrate our results with the example of the non- 
critical W3-string. Furthermore, we apply our results to make a conjecture about a relationship between the spectrum 
of a non-cnUcal Wn-strmg and a W n_ l-string. 
1. Introduction 
In order to deal with a system of first-class constraints, it is convenient to use the BRST formalism [1 ]. In 
particular, this approach has turned out to be rather fruitful in the study of string theories [2,3] and, more 
recently, in the study of critical [4-6] and~non-criUcal [7-10] W-string theories #t . In the quantum case, the 
physical states are defined as the cohomology classes of a nilpotent BRST operator QB. In the case of strings and 
W-strings, the determination of these cohomology classes is a rather complicated task and, sofar, has only been 
solved completely for critical [ 2 ] and non-critical [3 ] strings. 
Recently, it has been pointed out [4] that, in the case of a critical W3-string, the relevant BRST operator can 
be written as the sum of two operators that are separately nilpotent and anticommute with each other, i.e. 
Qn = Qo + Q1, Q2 = Q2 = QoQl + QiQo = O. (1) 
One thus ends up with a so-called ouble complex which leads to a double grading (m, n ) such that Q0 has grading 
( l ,  0) and Q1 has grading (0, 1 ). One would expect hat, due to this additional structure, the determination of
the cohomology of  QB simplifies. For instance, each solution of  the Q0 and Ql cohomology can now be used to 
construct a solution of the full QB cohomology. In view of these expected simplifications, it is of interest o see 
whether the split-up of the BRST operator, as given in ( 1 ), also occurs under more general circumstances. It is the 
purpose of this paper to investigate this issue. Our strategy will be to first discuss the generic situation for classical 
systems. Next, we will consider the quantisation. We will illustrate our results with the example of the classical 
w3-algebra nd the recently introduced modif ied w3-algebra [7,15]. At the end of this letter we will comment 
on the case of general wn-algebras and make a conjecture about the spectrum of the non-critical Wn-string. 
#1 The possibdlty of a 14:3-string was first discussed m [ 11 ] The BRST-operator of the W 3 algebra has been constructed in
[ 12 ], while m [ 13 ] the BRST-operator for general quadratically nonlinear algebras was obtained. 
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2. The classical case 
In the classical BRST formahsm, instead of imposing constraints, one first extends the standard phase space of 
coordinates and momenta w~th additional anticommutmg ghost coordinates. To be more precise, let us assume 
that we have coordinates and momenta z.~ with canonical Poisson brackets {ZA, ZS} = g2aB. The matrix 12 
defines a symplectic structure on the phase space. Furthermore, let 4~ (zA) be a set of first-class constraints hat 
form the following Poxsson-bracket algebra 
(2) 
To each of the constraints we associate a canonical pair of ghosts c°, bo with Poisson bracket {c ~, bp} = -8~p. 
In the BRST aproach one constructs, corresponding to this system, anilpotent BRST charge QB, i.e. {QB, QB} = 
0 (see e.g. [14] ). The generic structure of this BRST charge is given by 
QB = c~ - ½f~prcPc~br + .... (3) 
where the dots indicate terms of higher order in the ghosts. If we assume that the structure constants satisfy the 
condition 
A~;A1,  ~ - {ho / ,  ~ J}  = o, (4) 
then the BRST charge only contains terms linear and trilinear in the ghosts. For slmplictly, we wdl restrict our 
discussion to algebras of this type. Let ~ (z.~) = { Ta (zn), W, (zA)}, then we also assume that in terms of Ta 
and W, the constraint algebra can be written as 
{Ta, Tb} = fabCTc, 
{Ta, W,} = fa / (ZA)Wj ,  
{Iv,,, ~ } = f ,k  (z,~)W, (5) 
where fab c is independent of zA. In particular, we note that both the Ta and the W, form subalgebras of the 
constraint algebra. Corresponding to the split of the generators, it is natural to also split the ghosts as c ° = (c a, y' ) 
and b~ = (ba, fl,). The following theorem can now be proved. 
Theorem. The BRST charge Qs corresponding to the constraint algebra (5) can be written in the form 
QB = Qo + QI, {Q0,Qo} ---- {QI, QI} = {Qo, Q1} = 0, (6) 
with 
1 ." Ccbca b Qo = caTa - ~Jab e -  f~/y'caf l j ,  
(7) 
The proof of this theorem is rather simple and relies on the fact that, due to the particular form of the constraint 
algebra (5), the Jacobi identity (4) decomposes into three independent sets of identities, 
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f[abe fc]e d = O, 
f J f ,~ J  - 2L)AW + 2{fa/, Tb} = 0, 
f t , / f k l l "  - {ft , J ' ,  Wki} = 0, 
2f~,kfsk I + f jkf~k# -- 2{f  J ,  Wj} - {f / ,  Ta} = O, 
which can separately be used to show that {Q0, Q0} = 0, {Qt, Ql} = 0 and {Q0, Ql} = 0, respectively. 





(1) As a first example we discuss the classical w3-algebra which has a spin-2 generator T (z) and a spin-3 
generator W (z).  In conformal OPE language the algebra takes the following form*#Z: 
2T(w)  OT(w)  
T (z )T (w)  - ( z -w)  2 + z -w + .... 
3W(w)  OW(w)  
T (z )W(w)  - (z - w)  ~ + z ---------w- + .... 
W(z )W(w)_  2TT  + O(TT)  + .... (11) 
3 (z -  w) 2 3 (z -  w) 
A multi-scalar realisation of the algebra is given by [ 16 ] 
T ---- -1 (0~1)2  "Jr- TX, 
W = ~{(0~b~)  3 + 6(Ocb~)Tx}. (12) 
where Tx is a multi-scalar reahsat~on of the Virasoro algebra. Note that the w3-algebra (11 ) is not yet of the 
form (5) and therefore we cannot apply our theorem. To bring the algebra in the deswed form we make the 
following redefinition of the generators: 
T~ T ,  
2i (0  41 )3. 
The algebra then becomes 
~(z)~(w)  _ 2T(w----~L) + O~(w)  + .... 
( z -w)  2 z -w 
7" (z )W(w)  - 3W(w)  + OW(w__.....~) + .... 
( z -  w)2  z -  w 
( z )W (w) - -2ix/60~bi 
(2 - - / / ) )  2 Z -- "//) 
(13) 
+ - ix /60(0~W) + .... (14) 
*#2 To faclhtate the transition to the quantum case we represent from now on Poisson brackets by Operator Product Expansions 
where it is understood that at the l.h.s, of the equation only single contractions between the fundamental fields are taken. 
Later on, when we consider the quantum case, it is understood that multiple contractions are taken into account as well. 
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which is indeed of the form (5). Applying our theorem, we can now write the BRST charge QB = f (  dz /2n i ) jn  
in the form (6), (7) with the BRST currents J0 and Jl corresponding to Q0 and Q~, respectively, given by 
1 Jo = c{~ + T<~,p) + ~T<c,b)}, 
J l  = ~{W - ix/6OqSlOyfl}. (15) 
Here (c, b) and (y, fl) are the usual spin-2 and spin-3 ghost fields whose energy-momentum tensors are given by 
T<c,b) = -2bOc - Obc , (16) 
T(7,p ) = - 3f lOy - 20 f ly .  (17) 
(2) As a second example we consider the modified w3-algebra of [7,15]. Let { TM, WM} and { TL, Wz.} be two 
commuting copies of the classical w3-algebra. For the matter sector we again use the reahsation (12) #3 
The matter and Liouville parts can be combined into a single modified w3-algebra by defining the new generators 
T = TM + Tc and W = WM + iWL [7,15 ]. This algebra then takes the form of a modified w3-algebra where, 
instead of the third hne of ( 11 ), we have 
W(z)W(w)  - 2(TM - TL)T  + O{(TM- -  TL )T}  + .... (18) 
3 (z -w)  2 3 (z -w)  
Note that TM - TL appears as a structure function, i.e. the algebra is of the so-called soft type. 
Again, a redefinition of the generators can be made such that the algebra is of the form (5). In the present 
case, this redefinition is given by 
2i 2i 4i )3 - -~Oq31Tz + iWL (19) w = w-~(o6 , )T= ~-~(oq~l - 
In terms of the new generators the algebra is given by the same formula (14) which we already encountered in
the case of the unmodified w3-algebra. The same apphes to the BRST charge. It is again given by eq. (15). 
As a byproduct of our manipulations, we see that, by allowing reahzation-dependent redefinitions of the 
generators, the classical w3-algebra nd the modified w3-algebra can be brought into exactly the same form as 
gwen in (14). Of course, the real izat ion of the generators i different in both cases. Obviously, the previous 
example is contained in th~s example as can be seen by putting TL = WL = 0. 
4. Quantisation 
To describe the quantlsation, it is convenient to use the Batalin-Vllkovlsky (BV) formalism [17]. This for- 
malism enables one, under the condRion that the theory has no anomahes, to derive from a given classical BRST 
charge a nilpotent BRST operator by means of an iterative procedure. This BV formalism has for instance been 
applied in [ 15 ] to derive the quantum BRST operator corresponding to the modified w3-algebra. A priori, it is 
not guaranteed by this procedure that a classical BRST charge with the property (6) carries over into a quantum 
#3 Note that, instead of using reahsation (12) of the matter sector, we could also use such a reahsatxon for the Liouville 
sector. One could then perform the same analysis as given below leading to the same results with everywhere matter 
replaced by Liouville. 
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BRST operator with the property ( 1 ). However, in all cases we have investigated, the property ( 1 ) turns out to 
hold. 
The expression for the quantum BRST operator corresponding to the redefined w3-algebra can be found in [4] 
so we will not repeat It here. In [4] it was noted that the quantum BRST operator corresponding to the redefined 
algebra (14) can be related to the quantum BRST operator corresponding to the unmodif ied w3-algebra by means 
of a field redefinition of the ghosts and the matter fields. In case of the redefined modified w3-algebra, instead of 
deriving the quantum BRST operator through the BV formalism, we found it much simpler to use the quantum 
BRST operator corresponding to the modif ied w3-algebra given in [7] and to apply a similar redefimtion on it. 
Of course, the result is the same as what would follow from the BV formahsm. 
We have found that the quantum counterparts of the classical BRST currents (15 ) are given by 
Jo ~--" c{T¢l "JF Tx + Tt "I- T(y,fl) -~ ½T(c,b)} , (20) 
Jl : ' [3~ {4(0(91)3--12q100102(91 + (--15 + 4q12)03~1} + i{WL-- ~60~ITL .+ --'~6qlOTL} 
lv'6{Ock,O~,fl + ½q,OflOy}] . (21) 
The quantum energy-momentum tensor for the $1 scalar is given by 
Tqh = -1 (041)  2 + ql02~bl (22) 
This scalar contributes c¢, = 1 + 12q 2 to the total central charge, while the additional matter scalars, with 
energy-momentum tensor Tx, contribute Cx = 1 + 4q~ [16 ]. The total central charge contribution of the matter 
and Liouvflle sectors is thus given by cM = c¢, + Cx = 2 + 16q~ and cL, respectively. Furthermore, the energy- 
momentum tensors T~c,b) and T(y,#) of the spin-2 and spin-3 ghosts satisfy a Vlrasoro algebra with central charge 
-26  and -74 ,  respectively. Finally, the generators (Tz, WL) satisfy a quantum W3-algebra with central charge 
CL. The nilpotency of the BRST operator equires that CM + CL = 100. 
5. Comments 
It has been suspected for a long time that various non-crmcal Wn strings are somehow related. Evidence 
supporting this can be found in the appearence of Wn constraints in the double scaling limit of multimatrix 
models and in the results for the spectrum of pure W3-gravity [ 18,19 ]. We believe that the present work strongly 
suggests a larger scheme which would enable one to establish relations across models• 
In order to formulate our conjecture, we make two observations. In [18,20], it was shown that a set of W,_l 
currents and one free scalar field with a fixed background charge allows one to construct he Wn currents. A 
second point is that the work in [7,15] very probably generalizes to arbitrary Wn models in the following way. 
Consider two mutually commuting copies of the W, algebra, generated by T~ ) and T~ :) resp., where 2 < j ~< n. 
The total currents T O) are T (J) ~ T)d ) + iJ-2TL (J) #4. We next write the Liouville currents in terms of a scalar 
field ~b and W~-i currents #5 . We conjecture that the BRST operator for this system can be written in the form 
( 1 ) where Q0 is the BRST operator for a Wn- l system• In Q0, the ghosts for the spin n symmetry together with 
the scalar ~b have become "matter" for the W~_ 1 system. This conJecture can presumably be proven by combining 
the two observations above• 
#4 This observation was made in collaboration with X. Shen. 
#5 This is an alternative to what we did in example 2 of secuon 3 where we specified a reahzatlon of the matter sector. See 
also the footnote in that section 
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The following counting argument supports our conjecture• Consider W. gravity coupled to (p, q) IV. minimal 
matter, i.e. non-critacal Wn strings. The central charge cu of the (p, q) minimal model as given by 
CM = (n - -  1){1- -n (n  + 1)Q2},  
where 
The Wn gravaty sector is an SI(n,N) Toda system with central charge Cr 
(23) 
(24) 




The two central charges add up to 
Cm + cr  = 2(n - 1)(2n 2 + 2n + 1), (27) 
which gets precisely cancelled by the Wn ghost contributions to the total c. Following [18,20], the Wn Toda currents 
can now be rewritten in terms of W._ 1 currents and one scalar field ~b, with central charge c~ = 1 + 3n (n - 1 ) Q~. 
If our conjecture as true, the Wn mammal matter, together with ~b and the ghost and the anti-ghost of the spin n 
symmetry (which has a central charge C(c(.),b(.) = -2(6n  2 - 6n + 1 )), combine to a matter sector with Wn_l 
symmetry. This matter has central charge 
"CM = CM "~ C~ "]- C(c(n),b(n) ) = (n  - 2){1 - n(n  - 1)Q~t}, ( 2 8 )  
which as preosely what we expect for the (p, q ) Wn-  1 minimal model• Our conjecture suggests novel realizations 
of (p, q) W. minimal models in terms of n + k - 1 scalar fields and k b - c systems with 1 ~< k ~< n - 2. 
If  we restrict ourselves to unitary minimal models, i.e. choosing q + 1 = p, we get that the following relataon 
across lanes should exist: 
pure W2 
gravity 
Ising (c = 1/2) ~ pure W3 
+ W2 gravaty gravity 
tricritical ~ 3-state ~ pure W4 
Isang (c = 7/10) Potts (c = 4/5) gravity 
+ W2 gravity + W3 gravity 
(29) 
• ° . • 
Our conjecture amounts to the claim that the spectrum of every model in the table contains as a subsector the 
spectrum of the model to its left. In other words, a (p, q) non-cratical Wn string contains in ats spectrum the 
spectrum of (p, q) non-cratical W,,_k strings where 1 ~< k ~< n - 2. 
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Repeated apphcations ofour conjecture would result in the factorization of Q into a Virasoro BRST charge and 
n - 2 other, mutually anticommuting, nilpotent charges. This is supported by the fact that any classical wn-algebra 
can be realised in terms of an arbitrary number of scalars X u and n - 2 special scalars ~b, (t = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 2) 
as follows: 
n-2 
T= Tx + E T~, ,  
lm l  
w(n-3) "~ E(0~(n-3)  )n- l -h (0~(n-2))h,  
h 
W ('-2) ~ (04)(,-2))". (30) 
The generic structure of a w,-algebra in this basis is of the form 
[T, T] ~ T, 
[w(n-3),  w(n-3)]  ~ W (n-3), w(n-2) , 
[w(n-3),  W(n-2)] ~ W (n-3), w(n-2) , 
[w(n-2),  w(n-2)]  ~ W (n-2) " (31) 
This generalizes the structure given in (5). It would be interesting to see whether an algebra of the type (31 ) 
allows a multi-split of the corresponding BRST charge of the form 
n-2 
Qn = EQ, ,  
;=0 
{Q,,Qj} = 0. (32) 
One could even consider taking the limit n ~ e~ and construct a Woo-string theory. More details on the generic 
case of classical w~ algebras and their quantisation will be given elsewhere [21 ]. 
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